BEELIAR 25th BIRTHDAY MAGNETS
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Beeliar's 25th Birthday Bash Present
$1,250 out of $1,250
Jo Forward
Beeliar Community Voice
We would like to celebrate Beeliar’s 25th year anniversary by hosting a
community birthday celebration on Beeliar Oval and create a lasting
memory of the event by commissioning a mural on the outside of Beeliar
Community Centre. Like all good parties there will be plenty of food
(food trucks), entertainment (facepainter, busker, giant games, bouncy
castle, photobooth) and cake.
For Cockburn Creates, we hope to use the image of the new mural from
the community centre to produce commemorative magnets that will be
distributed by volunteers to Beeliar residents. These will include useful
phone numbers including Cosafe, Rangers and our contact details.
We would love to give these to the community as a “present” and as a
method of marketing our group and celebrating our suburb. As they will
contain useful phone numbers and BCV contact information residents
will find them very handy and useful and will keep them on their fridges
for years to come. They will also be a visual reminder of what the
community can achieve if they work together and represent the
connections built and the legacy of relationships that we helped to
foster.

Who will
benefit
from the
project?

Summary

The residents of Beeliar will benefit as they are gaining useful
community contacts that they can use. There are over 2500 houses in
Beeliar. All will receive one as we will use volunteers to distribute to the
whole suburb making sure no house is missed. We will also give some
to the local schools and business to help us engage with them.
BCV will also benefit as the magnets will promote our group year after
year and help us to engage with our community as it continues to grow
and change.
You’re invited to Beeliar’s 25th birthday celebration. Like all good parties
there’s food, entertainment, games, cake and the official unveiling our
new community mural! To remember the event and promote BCV we
need funds to create useful phone number fridge magnet "presents".
These will be given to the Beeliar community to show what we can
achieve if we work together.
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